IMPORTANCE National Healthcare Safety Network methods for central line-associated bloodstream infection (CLABSI) surveillance do not account for potential additive risk for CLABSI associated with use of 2 central venous catheters (CVCs) at the same time (concurrent CVCs); facilities that serve patients requiring high acuity care with medically indicated concurrent CVC use likely disproportionally incur Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services payment penalties for higher CLABSI rates.
Introduction
Although rare compared with other health care-associated infections, central line-associated bloodstream infections (CLABSIs) remain an important preventable health care-associated infection. 1 These infections remain associated with significant mortality and can adversely affect patient care. 2 The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention have established goals to try to eliminate CLABSI and promote the National Healthcare Safety Network (NHSN) as the standardized reporting infrastructure to accomplish this. 3, 4 Since January 2012, hospital reimbursement by the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services has depended on public reporting of CLABSI rates using NHSN methods. In these programs, CLABSI rates, reported as a standardized infection ratio, are included in the hospital-acquired condition score. Hospitals in the worst-performing quartile receive reductions in their reimbursement from Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services. 5 Given the financial stakes, attributes of performance metrics related to CLABSI should be evaluated to ensure that facilities are being compared fairly. 6 To be effective, performance metrics should be reliable and objective. 7, 8 A comparative metric should account for differences between facilities regarding patient risk for infection that are host-related and unrelated to actual performance of infection prevention. 9, 10 Although efforts to improve the NHSN CLABSI performance metrics have focused on standardized case ascertainment and adjustment for comorbidities, 7, 8, [11] [12] [13] we contend that current NHSN methods for quantifying the risk period (ie, the denominator as specified by NHSN protocols) is flawed; the denominator currently reflects the sum of person-time at risk for CLABSI as central line-days (CLDs) incompletely.
Current risk adjustment only accounts for the category of patient location (eg, surgical intensive care unit, medical intensive care unit), hospital size (ie, number of licensed beds), and medical school affiliation. 14 The output of this model is then multiplied by the number of CLDs to determine the number of expected CLABSIs. Currently, NHSN defines CLDs as the sum of patients on each day at a specified time with any CVC present; for example, 1 patient with 2 CVCs on 1 day counts as 1 CLD. 15, 16 However, a patient requiring more than 1 CVC at the same time (ie, concurrent CVC use) is likely to be at greater risk of CLABSI than a patient requiring only a single CVC. If concurrent CVC use confers substantial additional risk for CLABSI, NHSN risk adjustment methods could be improved to allow more fair comparisons when calculating a performance metric among facilities caring for patients for whom concurrent CVC use is a medical necessity more often than their peer facilities. 17 To evaluate the increased risk of a patient with more than 1 CVC, we used a multiyear, multihospital data set and 2 statistical approaches to define the risk associated with concurrent CVC use on CLABSI incidence.
Methods

Study Population, Data Source, and Design
Federal Register. This study is reported following the Strengthening the Reporting of Observational Studies in Epidemiology (STROBE) reporting guideline.
Using the Emory Healthcare clinical data warehouse, we obtained CVC insertion and removal data and patient encounter data. These data were generated using electronic barcode tracking of insertion details and have been validated. 18 Patients eligible for inclusion were adults aged 18 years or older admitted to inpatient care who had at least 1 CVC inserted for at least 2 days, with a length of stay of 50 days or fewer (95th percentile of patients), and who had 5 or fewer unique CVC insertions (eliminating outliers) during hospitalization. Emory Healthcare surveillance data for CLABSI reported to NHSN were linked to patient encounters. These CLABSI excluded infections categorized as mucosal barrier injury CLABSIs, as defined by NHSN. Encounter data included demographic characteristics and International Classification of Diseases, Ninth Revision, Clinical Modification (ICD-9-CM) 19 discharge codes (allowing calculation of Charlson Comorbidity Index scores), orders for total parenteral nutrition (TPN), and chemotherapy. 20, 21 Key exposure variables were mapped into mutually exclusive categories based on historical risks for CLABSI outlined by Maki et al 22 : implanted devices (ie, ports), peripherally inserted CVCs (PICCs), hemodialysis CVCs, or temporary CVCs (eg, short-term tunneled or nontunneled, introducers, pulmonary artery catheter). The CLD (removal date − insertion date), and proportion of overlapping dates (ie, concurrence) were calculated. Episodes with concurrence were defined as those in which at least 2 CVCs were present on at least 2 of the same days. We created 2 variables for CLD: NHSN CLD (1 CLD for each day any CVCs were present), total CLD (counting each CVC on each day; eg, a patient with a port-a-cath for 3 days and a PICC for the same 3 days would contribute 6 days, instead of 3 days as in NHSN), and proportion of NHSN CLD with concurrence (1 − NHSN CLD / total CLD).
For patients who developed a CLABSI, CLDs were counted only up to the date of CLABSI.
Propensity Score Adjustment of Encounter-Level Data
In an attempt to reduce some of the bias inherent in evaluating the risk of a rare outcome, we selected a group of comparison patients without concurrent CVCs who were most comparable to patients with concurrent CVCs through propensity score adjustment of the cohort. This process used the MatchIt package in R statistical software version 3.5.0 (R Project for Statistical Computing) to determine a patient's likelihood of having concurrent CVCs (using a dichotomous variable for any concurrence) given the set of covariates (ie, hemodialysis, chemotherapy, TPN, and Charlson Comorbidity Index score). 23, 24 Based on the likelihood of concurrence, we selected 2 patients without concurrent CVCs for each patient who had concurrent CVCs. We used this small cohort in a propensity score-adjusted model to control for all 4 factors and estimate the magnitude of risk associated with any concurrence during hospitalization. 25, 26 
Creating CVC Episode Data for Survival Analysis
A second analytic approach divided each eligible episode into distinct CVC episodes that included a single CVC (serial CVCs or a single CVC) or concurrent CVCs (the dates when 2 CVC were in place). A given CVC could contribute to a single CVC episode (limited to dates with single CVC) and a concurrent CVC episode (limited to dates with concurrent CVCs). Because concurrent CVC episodes could be many combinations of CVC types, to ensure more interpretable output, CVC type was categorized as lower risk (ie, PICCs, ports, or dialysis) or higher risk (ie, all other types) based on a previous systematic review. 21 For any individual patient, a CLABSI was attributed to the CVC episode that occurred at the time or within 2 days of the CLABSI onset.
Statistical Analysis
Initial descriptive analysis included all patients up to the time of the first CLABSI. When comparing patient characteristics among groups, we limited further analysis to those patients with either use of 1 CVC at a time (defined by any combination of CVCs with no concurrence; ie, placed sequentially without any overlap) or those with use of up to 2 CVCs at a time (patients with Ն3 CVCs used on a single date were excluded). This was done to minimize bias attributed to the third or fourth CVC.
Statistical significance of the differences in groups were evaluated using χ 2 tests for the categorical variables, 2-sample t test for the age variable, and Mann-Whitney U tests for the 3 CLD variables, as they were not normally distributed. Next, we completed a logistic regression model with a binomial distribution using our propensity score-adjusted data. The outcome of interest was the first occurrence of CLABSI. The risk factors included the propensity score, any CVC concurrence, high CVC concurrence (an indicator variable based on the median proportion of overlapping CVC use [ie, >two-thirds of NHSN CLD]), hospital, age, and sex. A second model used total CLDs instead of NHSN CLDs to illustrate reduction of risk when accounting for all CLDs. All analyses (unless otherwise noted), data management, and data cleaning were conducted in R statistical software version 3.5.0 (R Project for Statistical Computing), using the lubridate and tidyverse packages. 27, 28 Cox proportional hazards regression was used to model the time from CVC insertion to CLABSI, in which the type of CVC episode served as a time-dependent covariate. Forward stepwise model selection was performed in which all variables were considered for inclusion, and the significance level for variable entry and exit was set at 5%. The proportional hazards assumption was tested by including time interaction terms in the model and checking for significance. Hazard ratios (HRs), 95% CIs, and P values were calculated using SAS software version 9.4 (SAS Institute). Estimated survival curves were generated. P values were 2-sided, and statistical significance was set at .05. Data analysis was conducted from January 2019 to July 2019.
Results
During the 4-year period, a total of 50 254 patients were admitted to 52 474 hospitalizations that included use of a CVC for at least 2 days. The median (interquartile range [ 
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Rates of CLABSI methodology in the concurrent group was 66.7% (40.0%-93.8%) ( starting as soon as day 7 of the concurrent CVC insertion (Figure) . 
Discussion
This cohort study including more than 50 000 patients across 4 hospitals quantified an increase in risk for CLABSI between 60% to 80% associated with the use of concurrent CVCs. Although the exact magnitude of this risk varied depending on the statistical method used, it was consistently statistically significant and increased the risk of CLABSI nearly 2-fold. The implications of these findings are that the current performance metric using NHSN CLABSI rates does not adequately adjust for host risk factors, given the medical necessity of using 2 CVCs in some patients, such as dialysis and infusion of life-saving nutrition. We evaluated the excess risk at the patient level and at the CVC-episode level. As to the patient level, our finding that patient encounters in which the most of the CLDs occurred with 2 CVCs in place had a 62% increased risk of CLABSI suggests there may be a dose-response association or threshold of concurrent use at which the risk becomes significant.
Our findings that the model adjusting for total CLDs rather than just NHSN CLDs demonstrated an elimination of this excess risk due to concurrence suggest that a potential solution to improved risk adjustment would be using total CLDs rather than current NHSN CLDs in risk adjustment by NHSN.
However, there are many subtle but important considerations in evaluating any excess risk, with the type of CVC potentially confounding this assessment, as certain CVC types are more likely to be used in concurrent CVC episodes and in patients who are more seriously ill. To better account for the different types of CVCs in use, our second analysis focused on quantifying the risk of an episode of CVC use associated with a CLABSI, accounting for the types of CVCs in use, and key risk factors for CLABSI. We observed that CVC episodes with 2 CVCs had a daily excess risk of CLABSI of approximately 80%. Our findings suggest that this begins at approximately day 7 of concurrent use.
The excess risk was also observed comparing single CVC use of a high-risk CVC type (eg, temporary nontunneled subclavian CVC) to concurrent use of 2 low-risk CVC types (eg, dialysis port and PICC). 22, 30 If in fact each day of concurrent use increases the risk of a CLABSI nearly 2-fold compared with a single low risk CVC, regardless of concurrent CVC type, then accounting for this excess host risk for CLABSI is justified in use of CLABSI incidence as a performance metric. The NHSN method accounts for patient mix by comparing rates essentially between similar patient care locations;
however, if similar locations have differing frequency of medically indicated concurrent CVC use, ignoring concurrent CVC use in measuring performance of CLABSI prevention will result in flawed measures of actual performance.
Attempts at estimating the increase in CLABSI risk due to CVC concurrence have been made by others. 15, [31] [32] [33] [34] Our estimates are lower than those observed in single medical center study from 2014 by Concannon et al 33 that quantified the attributable risk; however, the size of the study was smaller, and more importantly, it approached risk adjustment differently. Concannon et al 33 used more traditional logistic regression adjusting for markers associated with disease severity. In contrast, for our first effort we used propensity score matching to define a group of control patients at similar risk to have concurrent CVC use. These differences together may be associated with the magnitude of the measured excess risk. Regardless, both studies document a significant and large excess risk.
However, our study adds novel information by measuring this excess risk using CVC episode survival analysis quantifying the daily risk, controlling for patient mix and CVC type.
Other investigators have demonstrated the varied effects of counting total CLD would have on CLABSI rates. 15, 34, 35 Based on these studies, the effect of comparing CLABSI rates using NHSN CLDs vs total CLDs appears to depend on the frequency of concurrent CVC use in the study population and the definition of concurrence (eg, any overlap at single time of day, at least several hours of overlap, entire days of overlap 
Limitations
There are several limitations of this study. First, regarding interpretation of the findings, we assume in these 4 hospitals that there are medical indications for concurrent CVC use. Eliminating 1 of the concurrent CVCs in use when concurrent use is not medically indicated would be best the approach to CLABSI prevention and support current NHSN methods as appropriate for risk adjustment and performance measurement. However, concurrent CVC use is often medically indicated, 30 and questioning the necessity of use only affects the interpretation of the findings, not the magnitude of the estimated risk. Although we did not perform a validation study to document medical necessity of concurrent CVC use in our cohort, our descriptive epidemiological examination suggests the patients with concurrent CVCs had medical indications for the second CVC: large proportions of concurrent CVC use occurred in patients receiving TPN or dialysis, and dedicated use of CVC for either of these procedures is considered standard of care. 22, 30 Other limitations include the potential for misclassification of CVC types or insertion and removal dates. These data were extracted from a clinical data warehouse that incorporated electronically captured data. Although there is potential for systematic errors in such electronically captured data, extensive validation of this system has been performed and reported on elsewhere. 18 We also remained agnostic to site of insertion, as these data were not reliably available in the data warehouse. Additional limitations may include use of a conservative definition of concurrence: we required at least 2 days of overlap, and some patients with some hours or 1 day of overlapping CVC use would be considered single-line CVC episodes.
However, misclassification in this direction would have biased our results toward the null. In addition, short-term dialysis catheters have been observed to be associated with a relatively high risk of CLABSI, while we categorized all dialysis catheters as low-risk CVCs in the survival analysis. 37 We did this to allow more interpretable model results; however, any systematic misclassification of risk in this direction would have biased our results toward the null as well. Therefore, we are confident in the interpretation of our findings, even if the magnitude of the association may be slightly underestimated owing to this potential misclassification. Next, 2 of the study hospitals serve large oncologic, transplant, and hemodialysis populations, which may limit the external validity of our findings; however, the association was significant in the survival analysis after adjusting for the facility effect of the large community hospital, hospital A, which had implemented dedicated CVC insertion and maintenance teams early in the study.
Conclusions
This cohort study provides large-scale, robust evidence of a large and significant excess risk for CLABSI associated with use of a second CVC concurrently with an initial CVC. The excess risk is nearly 2-fold that of a single CVC, an increased risk of approximately 80%; this finding adds to other evidence that accounting for total CVC use would produce a more accurate metric of CLABSI prevention efforts than the current NHSN method, which is agnostic to use of 2 CVCs at the same time. The best operational approach to account for concurrent use of medically indicated CVCs should be determined and implemented to improve the value of NHSN CLABSI reporting as a fair and meaningful performance metric.
